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LACUNZA congratulates you on your excellent choice. 

Certified under the European standard mandatory ISO 9001, LACUNZA guarantees 

the quality of its machines and is committed to satisfy the clients’ needs. 

Confident of its experience, LACUNZA makes use of advanced technology in design and 

manufacture in all its range of heaters. This document will help you install and use your 

cooker, under the best conditions, for your comfort and safety. 
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This appliance is designed to burn wood and solid fuel in absolutely safe conditions 

WARNING 

A faulty installation can have serious consequences which may lead to injuries or death. 

We recommend that the installation and all maintenance work are carried out only by a 

qualified, registered heating engineer 

 

1.- PRESENTATION OF THE APPLIANCE 

 
1.1. Packaging 
The complete cooker is supplied in a single package. 

The optional side insulation modules are packed separately. 
 

1.2.  General characteristics 
 

Reference Unit Vulcano 7 T  

E/E 

WOOD 

Vulcano 7 T  

E/E 

COAL 

Nominal heat output (Real) kW 10 10 

Efficiency at Nominal Heat Output % 84.6 81.5 

(*) Maximum power kW 12.5 12.5 

CO emission at 13% O2 at N.H.O. % 0.18 0.28 

Gas mass flow at N.H.O. g/s 8.7 11 

Gas temperature downstream of flue socket at 

N.H.O. 
ºC 245 200 

Optimum flue draught Pa 12 12 

Wood consumption (beech) at N.H.O. kg/h 2.5 2.75 

Dimensions of the firebox    

Width mm 297 297 

Depth mm 515 515 

Useful height mm 330 330 

Dimensions of the logs cm 30 - 

Volume heated (45w/m³) at N.H.O. m³ 222 222 

Useful dimensions of the oven    

Width mm 420 420 

Height mm 400 400 

Depth mm 430 430 

Capacity of the ashpit l 13 13 

Weight kg 300 300 

Flue socket diameter mm 150 150 
 

Note: The values shown above are based on the tests carried out following standard EN-12815 with 

logs of 30cm diameter and at a 12 Pa depression 
 

(*) Maximum power: Approximate heating capacity assigned to the device in terms of depression 

and burden greater than those mandated by the regulations (performance values, emissions, not 

limited radiation temperatures) over the parameter set by the regulations. 

. 
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Figure No.1 – Dimensions in mm of Vulcano 7T  E/E Cooker. 

 

1.3.  Description 
Wood - burning cooker per UNE-EN 12815 

• Intermittently operational, 

atmospheric heating appliance. 

• Fuel: wood and solid fuel. 
• Closed hearth, walls made of 

refractory bricks and front door view 

of the fire. 

• Oven with smoke vent elbow cleaning 

system. 

• Oven with steam extraction system. 

• Height-adjustable legs. 

• Optional of removable drawers at the 

bottom of the cooker. 

• Optional side insulation modules. 

• Removable cast-iron flue socket. 

• Automatic thermostatically controlled 

combustion chamber with primary 

and secondary air inlets. 

• Regulator of orientation of 

combustion of gases. 

• Large capacity ashpan. 

• The appliance must be connected to 

its own flue system. This one must be 

installed in line with building 

regulations and must not be shared 

with other appliances. 

 

1.4.  Operation 
The spread of heat is made by radiation and 

convection from the top, sides and front of the 

cooker. 
Normal operation of the cooker means that the 

front door is closed; adjustment of combustion 

is controlled by the thermostat which is 

situated at the front of the front door. There is 

also an adjustable secondary air inlet at the 

top of the firebox door.  

Adjustable in height from 860 to 900 mm 

Flue outlet 150mm 
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2.- INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE INSTALLER 

 
2.1.    User notice 
 

All local and national building regulations must 

be adhered to for the installation of this cooker. 

A poorly installed cooker can cause serious 

incidents such as fire, chimney fire, etc. 

The appliance must be insulated and flued as 

per manufacturer’s instructions and Building 

Regulations. 
Failure to comply with the instructions will 

invalidate your warranty. The manufacturer’s 

liability is limited to providing the appliance 

only. 

 

2.2.  Site for installation: 

 
Ventilation:  
In order for the appliance to operate correctly, it 

is important to ensure that there is sufficient air 

supply to the room 

An additional air vent will be required to be 

installed into the rooms equipped with a MVC 

(Mechanical Ventilation Control) this inhales 

and renews the air. In this case the room is 

slightly depressed and it is necessary to install 

an outdoor air intake, not sealed, of a section of 

at least 90 cm
2
. 

 

Hearth:  

Make sure that the floor is able to take the full 

weight of the cooker. If the floor cannot, it will 

need to be strengthened prior to the installation. 

The floor will need to be made of non-

combustible materials. A non-combustible 

hearth of a least 12mm thickness is required 

300mm in front of the appliance. 

Adjustable height legs: 

The cooker has a standard height of 850mm but 

the legs height can be adjusted up to 900mm. 

The leg height can only be adjusted prior to 

installation of the cooker. 

To adjust the leg height, you have access to the 

legs which can then adjusted using a 19mm 

spanner (figure 11). 
 

 

 

Figure 2- Minimum installation separation from 

combustible materials 

 

 Distance 

A 
Distance 

B 
Distance C 

Vulcano 7T  E/E 200 mm 200 mm 200 mm 

 

 

 

Figure 3- Minimum installation separation from 

combustible materials with side insulation modules 

 
 Distance 

 D 
Distance 

E 
Distance 

F 
Vulcano 7T  E/E 0 mm 0 mm 200 mm 
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2.3.  Smoke vent: 

 
The flue must be installed in line with current 

Building Regulations. 

 

Flue: 

The flue must be in perfect condition and allow 

a good draft (see general characteristics for 

details). 

The flue must not be shared with any other 

appliances. 

The flue must be Class I. 

The flue must be swept prior to installation. 

The flue should be lined and insulated. 

The flue must be rain-proof. 

The flue must be a minimum height of 5 meters 

and should terminate 40 cm above the ridge of 

the house or any nearby dwellings. 

There should be an 8m clearance from the flue 

to any other building. 

The flue draft of 20 Pa is required for correct 

operation-if the flue does not have this draft, it 

will be necessary to incorporate a flue draft 

stabiliser or fan to the flue system. 

The weight of the flue must be independently 

supported. 

The diameter of the flue must not be less than 

150mm. 

The draft regulator must be visible and easily 

accessible for maintenance. 

A flue sweeping access is recommended within 

the installation. 

The flue must be in line with current Building 

Regulations. 

 

2.4 Assembly of the gas flue: 

 
The flue outlet diameter is 150mm internal 

diameter.  
 

2.5 Connection to the chimney 
 

The flue spigot which connects the appliance to 

the flue must be fitted in accordance to local 

building regulations. 

• The cooker must be as near as possible from the 

flue. 

• The appliance must be connected to an individual 

gas flue, never to a gas flue shared with other 

appliances. 

• The cooker must be connected to the chimney 

flue using special piping to withstand the 

products of combustion (e.g. stainless steel, 

enamelled steel). This piping is available from 

specialised traders. 
• The diameter of the piping must not be smaller 

than the diameter of the flue socket on the 

appliance. 

• To connect the flue to the socket, insert the 

piping about 4 cm inside the socket and seal the 

joint with fire sealant or fire cement to make it 

completely airtight. 

• The connections between the flue piping and the 

cooker and between the flue piping and the 

chimney flue must be airtight. An optimum seal 

can be checked from the hatch on the oven. 
• In rooms equipped with Controlled Mechanical 

Ventilation, the ventilation gas outlet must never 

be connected to the gas flue. 

• The flue connector piping and the optional 

draught regulator must be visible, accessible and 

easy to clean. 

• It is recommended to fit a cleaning trap. 
 

 

2.6 Checks prior to start-up 

 

• Check the appliance for any damage that may 

have occurred in transit-if any damage is 

found or if you are in doubt, do not continue 

with the installation until this has been 

checked and rectified. 

• Check the flue airways are not blocked by any 

packaging from transit. 

• Check the airtight joints on the flue airways 

are in perfect condition. 

• Check the loading and oven doors operate 

correctly. 

• Check you have the correct flue draft. 
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3.- DIRECTIONS FOR USE 
  

The manufacturer accepts no liability with regards to the deterioration of parts caused by the use of 

incorrect fuels or unauthorised modifications made to the appliance 

Only use original replacement parts 

 

All national and local building regulations 

must be respected during the installation of 

this appliance. 

Use of the appliance in warm weather (warm 

days, early hours of the afternoon on sunny 

days) may lead to lighting and up draught 

problems. 

In certain weather conditions such as fog or 

extremely cold weather, there may not be 

sufficient draft in the flue to operate the 

appliance correctly and fumes may re-enter 

the room. In these instances we do not 

recommend that you operate the appliance 

until the weather conditions have improved. 

 

3.1. Fuel 
This appliance is not an incinerator. 

• Use dry logs (16 % humidity), cut at least 

two years ago, clean of resin and stored 

in a sheltered, ventilated place. 

• Use hard woods with high calorie values 

and good ember production. 

• Large logs should be cut to useable 

length before being stored. 

• Finely-chopped wood produces greater 

heat output, but also burns more quickly. 

Optimum fuels recommended 

• Oak and beech 

Other recommended fuels 

• Chestnut, ash, maple, birch, elm coal 

type fuels. 

Non-permitted fuels: 

• Petroleum coke and liquid fuel. 

• “Green wood”. Green or damp wood 

reduces the performance of the appliance 

and leads to soot and tar build-up on the 

inner walls of the gas flue, obstructing it. 

• “Recovered wood”. The burning of 

treated woods (railway sleepers, 

telegraph posts, plywood, fibreboard, 

pallets, etc.) quickly blocks the system 

(soot and tar build-up), harms the 

environment (pollution, smells) and may 

lead to deformation of the firebox due to 

overheating. 

• Pine and eucalyptus logs are low density 

and produce very long flames, the parts 

of the cooker wearing out more quickly 

than normal. 

• All types of plastic, spray cans, etc. 

  “Green and reprocessed wood may 

cause chimney fires”. 

 

3.2. Lighting your cooker 
Proceed as follows in order to light the cooker 

satisfactorily. 

• Control “C” must be fully out (direct 

draught open). 

• Primary air inlet “E” should also be open 

(Rotate fully clockwise) 

• Secondary air inlet “F” should also be 

fully open (side al way to right). 

• Flue damper “G” should be fully open. 

• Place a ball of paper or a firelighter and 

some wooden chips in the firebox. 

• Light the paper or firelighter and leave 

the door ajar. The door has two closed 

options: fully closed or ajar (two finger 

breadths). Leave the door ajar until the 

fire gains strength (about 20 minutes). 

 
• When the fire is burning strongly, load 

the firebox with dry logs and close the 

door fully. Also close the Direct Draught 

(C). 

 
• With the fire stabilised, use the log loads 

and primary draught regulator "E", and 

draught regulator “F” on the Vulcano 7T 

Ajar position 

Closed position 

Fig. 4 

Fig. 5 
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model, to produce greater or lesser heat 

output. Adjust the Fluedamper “G” as 

required. 

• The first time the cooker is lit, the fire 

should be gentle to allow the parts of the 

appliance to dilate and dry. 

 

 

 

 C1 open  C2 closed 

 
 E1 open E2 closed 

 

  

 

 F1 open F2 closed 
  

 

 

A: Firebox door handle 
B: Oven door handle 
C: Direct draught rod 
C1: open     C2: closed 

 

E: Primary-air inlet regulator 
E1: open      E2: closed 

F: Secondary-air inlet regulator 
F1: open F2: closed 

D: Oven thermometer  G: Flue damper 
 

Figure 6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Warning: During the first firing of the cooker, 

you may experience fumes and haze caused by 

the curing process. This is quite normal but we 

do recommend that you open the windows in 

the room and ventilate the room thoroughly for 

the first few hours of operation. 
You may also notice a small amount of water 

around the cookers which will be caused by the 

moisture from the wood on the first lighting. 

This moisture will cease after the first few 

firings of the appliance. If it does not, then 

check the gas flue draught (length and diameter of 

the chimney, chimney insulation, airtightness) and 

the dampness of the wood used.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

C 

B 

A 

F 

 

E 

E1 open E2 closed 

F1 open 

 

F2 closed 

D 

G 
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3.3. Operation: 

 
Only operate the appliance with the firebox 

door shut. Normal appliance operation is with 

the doors fully closed and the direct draught 

control (ref. C, Figure 6) closed. 
Combustion is achieved through the control of 

the primary and secondary air  (ref. E and ref. F 

Figure 6). Experience will tell you the best 

position the air inlet should be in. 
To get the most out of your cooker we would 

recommend the following: 

 

 P
o
w

er
 

D
ir

ec
t 

d
ra

u
g
h

t 

P
ri

m
a
ry

 a
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 “
E

”
 

S
ec

o
n

d
a
ry

 a
ir

 “
F

”
 

Cooking: 
Max O O O 

Min C C C 

Bakin 
Max C O O 

Min O C C 

 

O= open 

C= closed 

Max= maximum 

Min= minimum 

 

3.4. Fuel load. 

 
To load fuel, wait until the wood has become 

hot embers and slowly open the door to prevent 

smoke exiting into the room and then add 

another 2 logs. 

The cooker will operate better with sustained 

combustion so several logs with a diameter of 

between 10 and 16 cm is better.  
For longer combustion periods, use thicker logs. 

When the firebox is loaded, close the loading 

door. 

 

3.5. Ash removal. 

 
Open the loading door and move the embers 

around with the aid of a scraper so that they fall 

through the grate. 

The ash should be removed at least once a day 

by scraping the ashes through the grate and into 

the ash pan. 

Ensure the ash pan is emptied regularly and never 

allow the ash to build up in the pan. 

Always use a heat resistant glove to remove the 

ashes from the grate and take precaution when 

emptying the ash pan in particular if the ashes are 

still hot. 
 

3.6. Characteristics of the hob. 

 

The cooking hob is constructed from polished 

cast iron. The left hand section of the cooking 

hob is situated above the firebox and will give 

the highest cooking temperature. The right hand 

side of the cooking plate is the cooler cooking 

section. We do not recommend that food is 

placed directly onto the cast iron cooking hob.  

 

Figure 7 

 

Flue socket 

The gas flue socket can be fitted either at the 

back or on top of the cooker. The simple gas 

flue socket is fitted on the back (without 

flapper valve, dismantling the flapper valve 

and filling the holes with the pair of nuts and 

bolts supplied with the appliance) and the gas 

flue socket with flapper valve, which can be 

opened or closed to regulate the flue draught, is 

fitted on the top of the cooker. The unused 

flue socket must be covered with the “Flue 

socket cover” (see Figure 7). 

The valve is marked to show the position in 

which it is more open and more closed. 

Left-flapper valve closed, Right-flapper valve 

open 

 

Top surface enameled 

Internal cooking 

area polished Cleaning cover 

Flue socket cover 
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Figure 8-Upper gas flue socket. 

 

3.7. Characteristics of the oven. 

 

The oven is provided with one steel rack 

shelf and one baking tray shelf. 

The hatch situated at the rear of the oven 

can be opened to clean the soot 

accumulation around the flue outlet and 

maintenance purposes. 

When cooking certain foods, the steam 

which accumulates during the cooking 

process of the food can be expelled from 

the oven through the flue. To expel the 

steam, open the bracket located at the rear 

of the oven (Figure 9) and also the storm 

door of the oven (Figure 10).  

During the lighting of the fire, the oven 

thermometer will only give an approximate 

temperature reading. Once this period is 

over, the thermometer will give and 

accurate temperature reading. 

 

 
Figure 9 

 
Figure 10 

 

3.8. Lower drawers. 

 

The storage drawers situated at the base of the 

cooker may be used for storing items and are 

not warming drawers. 

 

3.9. Height adjustment (legs). 

 

The range is 850mm high, but has 4 height 

adjustable legs, which will allow us to gain 

height up to 900mm. 

Height must be regulated before placing the 

range in its final position. There is access to the 

legs to adjust them with a 19mm spanner (figure 

11).  

Warning: caution when moving or dragging the 

device on the ground, take into account that the 

floor could be scratched. 

 

 
Figure 11 - Legs adjustment 
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3.10. Insulation side modules 
 

The insulation side modules are an optional 

accessory that combines aesthetics with the 

front of the range and also insulates the 

furniture positioned on either side of the 

range. The module can be used on either 

side of the range, but for this, we must 

ensure that its inner insulation has been 

placed in contact with the furniture next to 

the range. 

The insulation side modules and the range 

have height adjustable legs (figure 12).  

 

 
Figure 12- Insulation module 

 

 

3.11. Drawer modules 

 

There are also drawer modules which match 

the cooker that can be used to organise your 

kitchen. There are modules in 4 different 

dimensions: 

 

Drawer module 3 

Drawer module 4 

Drawer module 5 

Drawer module 6 

 
Figure 13 - Drawer module 4. 

 

3.12. Cooker maintenance. 

 
The cooker should be cleaned regularly along with 

the connecting duct and flue ways. 

 

3.12.1. Structure: 

 
The cooker should only be cleaned once it has 

become cold. 

The structure of the cooker can be cleaned using a 

soft brush or damp cloth.  

The enamelled components should not be cleaned 

with any abrasive product or corrosive product. 

Cleaning products which contain chlorine or acids 

should not be used. 

A mild detergent such as washing up liquid is ideal. 

Always wipe any condensation or spills immediately 

as these can leave marks on enamel ort can rust the 

non-enamelled components. 

Pay special attention to any spills of acidic or 

alkaline products such as lemon juice, ketchup, 

vinegar or ceramic cleaning products on the enamel 

surfaces as these products can damage the enamel.   

 

3.12.2. Hob:  

 

Enamelled cast-iron top surface 

Enamelled area 

• Clean these parts with a slightly damp cloth. Do 
not use abrasive, corrosive, chlorine-based or 

acid-based products. They could damage the 

enamel. If water condenses or accidentally 

splashes on the cooker, clean the parts affected 

before they dry; otherwise, the colour of the 

enamel may be affected. 

Polished cast iron 

• Use special sandpaper and products to maintain.  
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3.12.3. Firebox: 

• Open the loading door; clean all the walls of 
the firebox (the water jacket). Soot may 

stick hard to these walls and make it very 

difficult to raise and lower the grille. 
• When lighting up following a long period 
without use, make sure that nothing is 

blocked. 

• Keep all the air inlets free from blockage. 
 

3.12.4. Inside the cooker: 

• To access the inside of cookers fitted with 
cast-iron top surfaces, lift the polished iron 

section and the cover on the right of the 

surface. You can then clean the oven area 

and the gas passage between the oven and 

the right-hand side. 
  

3.12.5. Gas flue socket: 

• The gas flue socket area must be kept clean 
at all times for the cooker to work properly.  

• It must be cleaned as often as required. How 
often it is cleaned depends on how much the 

cooker is used and the type of fuel 

employed. 

• Rear gas flue socket. The flue is accessed by 
opening the hatch at the back of the oven 

(Figure 14).   
 

 
Figure 14 

 

• Upper gas flue socket. The flue is accessed 
via the Cover on the top surface (Figure 7). 

• When the inside of the cooker and the flue 
socket area have been cleaned, gather up the 

soot accumulated and extract it via the hatch 

located beneath the oven with the aid of a 

scraper and dustpan. (to do this, release the 2 

screws indicated by the arrows) Figure 15. 
 

 
Figure 15: screws to release to extract the 

hatch. 

 

3.13. Maintenance of the chimney and 

sweeping 

 
IMPORTANT: To allow the cooker to operate 

safely and correctly and to avoid chimney fires, etc. 

it is vital that the maintenance of this cooker and 

sweeping of the chimney is carried our regularly. 

If the cooker is operated frequently, we recommend 

that the chimney is swept at least twice a year. 

If the cooker is used rarely, it still must be swept 

once a year at the least. 

In case of a chimney fire, cut off all air supply to the 

firebox, close all windows in the room and leave the 

room closing the door behind you. Call the Fire 

service on 999. 

Do not attempt to operate the appliance again until it 

has been fully inspected by a professional. 

 

3.14. Important advice: 

Lacunza recommends that only authorised 

replacement parts be used.  

Lacunza accepts no responsibility for any 

modification to the product which it has not 

authorised. 

 This cooker is a heat-producing appliance and 

contact with it may lead to burns. 

 
This cooker may remain HOT for a period of time after 

it has gone out. MAKE SURE THAT SMALL CHILDREN 

DO NOT GO NEAR IT. 
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This sign recommends a qualified 

professional to perform this operation 

 

3.15. Troubleshooting: 

 

 

 

 

  
Problem Possible cause  Action 
The fire does not burn well 

The fire does not last 
Green or wet wood  Use hard wood, with at least 2 years of cut and 

stored in a ventilated and sheltered place. 
Logs are too big  To light the cooker use newspaper and kindling 

wood or firelighters. Once established, used 

smaller logs of a similar size. 
Bad quality wood  Use hard wood that produces heat and embers 

(chestnut, ash, maple, birch, elm, beech, oak, 

etc.) 
Direct draught rod  Check that the direct draught rod is open 
Not enough primary air  Open the primary air control completely, or even 

open the door a little bit. 

Not enough draft X Check the flue is not blocked. Remove any soot 

from the flue air ways.  

Check the flue outlet has not become damaged 

The fire has too much flame Excess of primary air  Close all or part of the primary air inlet and the 

draught check valve. 
Excessive draft X Install a draft regulator 

Expulsion of smoke into room Bad quality wood  Do not burn continuously, chips, carpentry 

remnants (plywood, pallets, etc.) 
Cold flue  Reheat the flue as quickly as possible using 

newspaper and kindling to instant heat 
Smoke entering room during 

burning 
The room is depressed  In facilities equipped with VMC, half open a 

window until the fire is well lit. 
Not enough draft X Check the status of the duct vent and isolation 

duct. 

Verify that this is not obstructed; make a 

mechanical cleaning if necessary. 
Downdraft X Install an anti-down draft cowl to the top of the 

chimney rendering at the top of the chimney 
Insufficient Heat Output The room is in depression X In rooms equipped with VMC, it is necessary to 

have an air intake from outside 
Bad quality wood   Only use recommended fuel 
Bad convection air combination  Check the convection circuit (air input grids, 

spreading grid) Verify that the adjoining rooms 

are equipped with ventilation grids to enhance 

hot air spreading. 

Water condenses (after the 

cooker has been lit more than 3 

or 4 times) 

Green or wet wood  Use hard wood, with at least 2 years of cut and 

stored in a ventilated and sheltered place. 
Not enough draft  Check the condition of the flue and insulation. 

Check that the piping is not blocked. Clean 

mechanically if necessary 
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4.- VULCANO DRAWER MODULES (OPTIONAL) 

 
4.1. Packaging 

 
The complete drawer module is supplied in a single package. 

 

4.2. General dimensions 

 

  
Figure No.1 – Dimensions of Vulcano   

drawer module 3 in mm 

Figure No.2-Dimensions of Vulcano drawer 

module 4 in mm. 

 

 
Figure No.3 – Dimensions of Vulcano 

drawer module 5 in mm. 

Figure No.4-Dimensions of Vulcano drawer 

Module 6 in mm. 
. 

 

 

4.3. Description 

 
Drawer modules in 4 different measurements 

to match the appearance of the Vulcano 

cooker. 
 

 

 

 

 

4.4. Characteristics 

 

-4-drawer modules in different sizes 

-Stainless-steel lined drawers 

-Same design as the cookers 

-Height adjustable 

-Cast-iron front 

-Full opening, thanks to telescopic slides. 
 

MODULE 3 MODULE 4 

MODULE 5 MODULE 6 

Height-adjustable legs, 810 minimum Height-adjustable legs, 810 minimum 

Height-adjustable legs, 810 minimum Height-adjustable legs, 810 minimum 
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4.5. Instructions for the installer 

 

4.5.1 Assembly Instructions. 

 

1 WARNING! Be careful when opening 

the drawers before the drawer module is 

secured to the floor. THE MODULE 

MAY OVERTURN. 

 

2 Remove the drawers by opening them 

fully, lifting the two tabs on the slides and 

pulling the drawer horizontally until 

released. Perform this operation until all 4 

drawers are removed. 

 

 
 

3 Fit the drawer module in position and 

raise it to the required level by turning the 

legs with a wrench. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4 Fit the brackets with which you are going 

to secure the module to the floor. Screw them 

onto the module with a grover washer and a 

normal M6 washer. Do this on both sides. 

 
 

5 Mark the two holes indicated by the 

brackets. 

 

 
 

6 Remove the drawer module from position 

and drill the holes in the floor with an 8-mm 

bit. 
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7 Then put the drawer module back 

in place and line up the holes. 

 
8 Use a hammer to start to insert the 

screws into the floor.  

 

9 Tighten the two screws into the floor 

to secure the drawer module firmly. 

 
10 Now refit the drawers. To do this, pull 

the slides on both sides fully out, 

including the inner ball-bearing slide. 

 
 

11 Then fit the drawer slides inside the 

drawer module slides. 

 
 

12 When the slides are inserted, push the 

drawer in fully. It may be a bit hard the 

first time. Perform this operation to fit the 

four drawers. 

 

 
 

13 Finally, having fitted the top surface, 

raise the screws on top at the back until 

they meet the top surface. If the screws 

fitted are not long enough, change them 

for the two longer ones supplied in a bag. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wall  

M6x30 or M6x50 

Hexagonal screw  

 
Top surface 

Drawer module 
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5.- INSTRUCTIONS TO FIX TOGETHER THE COOKER, THE 

INSULATION SIDE MODEL AND THE DRAWERS MODULE 

 

 
 

-1 Place the cooker in position. The cast-iron top surface 

must never stand out beyond the top surface next to it. 

We recommend that the cooker should stand out 1 cm in 

front of the top surface.  

-2 Fit the cooker according to the safety distances to 

combustible materials. Even though the wall is not 

combustible, the cooker should be separated from the 

wall by approx. 3 cm 

-3 Fit the insulation module, adjusting the height and 

leaving a small gap between the cooker and the 

insulation module (distance>3 mm) 

-4 Then fit the drawer module, following the instructions 

to secure it to the floor. Rest the top surface on the 

drawer module supports. (Distance >3 mm). VERY 

IMPORTANT: THE TOP SURFACE MUST BE 

NON-COMBUSTIBLE 
 
 

Detail: 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2- Recommended minimum distance 

to NON-combustible material >3 cm  

1 3- Distance > 3mm 4- Distance >3mm 
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6.-EXPLODED DIAGRAM 

 

VULCANO 7T E-E GENERAL EXPLODED DIAGRAM 
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A-VULCANO 7T E-E COOKER FRAME SUB COMPONENTS 

EXPLODED DIAGRAM 

 

 
 

B- VULCANO 7T E-E FIREBOX DOOR SUBCOMPONENTS 
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C-VULCANO 7T E-E OVEN DOOR SUB COMPONENTS EXPLODED DIAGRAM 

 

 
 

D-VULCANO 7T E-E FLUE SPIGOT SUB COMPONENTS  

EXPLODED DIAGRAM 
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E- VULCANO 7T E-E CAST IRON TOP FOR TOP FLUE CONNECTION 

 SUB COMPONENTSEXPLODED DIAGRAM 

 

 
 

F-VULCANO 7T E-E INSULATED COVER FOR TOP FLUE OUTLET 

 SUB COMPONENTSEXPLODED DIAGRAM   
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G-VULCANO 7T E-E LEFT HAND SIDE DRAWER SUB COMPONENTS  

EXPLODED DIAGRAM  

 

 
H-VULCANO 7T E-E UNDERNEATH OVEN DRAWER SUB COMPONENTS  

EXPLODED DIAGRAM 
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VULCANO 7T E-E EXPLODED DIAGRAM 

 

VULCANO 7T E-E GENERAL EXPLODED 
NUMERO Nº Plano DENOMINACION CANTIDAD UNIDADES 

A  Vulcano 7T E-E  Cooker frame assembly 1 Unid. 

B  Vulcano 7T E-E  Firebox door assembly 1 Unid. 

C  Vulcano 7T E-E  oven door assembly 1 Unid. 

D  Vulcano 7T E-E  Flue spigot with control flap assembly 1 Unid. 

E  Vulcano 7T E-E  cast iron hob for top flue outlet assembly 1 Unid. 

F  Vulcano 7T E-E  insulated cover for top flue outlet assembly 1 Unid. 

G  Vulcano 7T E-E  underneath firebox drawer assembly 1 Unid. 

H  Vulcano 7T E-E underneath oven drawer assembly 1 Unid. 

I  Vulcano 7T E-E  ashpan 1 Unid. 

J  Scraper 1 Unid. 

K  Hook 1 Unid. 

L  Angle scraper 1 Unid. 

LL  Oven rack 1 Unid. 

M  Oven tray 1 Unid. 

     

A- VULCANO 7T E-E  COOKER FRAME SUB COMPONENTS EXPLODED DIAGRAM 
52 VU-461 Vulcano Nº4-5-7-8 RH double side panel 2 Unid. 

53 VU-361 Vulcano RH side Isolation double panel 2 Unid. 

54  Vulcano R.H. Lateral  1 Unid. 

55  Vulcano L.H. Latera 1 Unid. 

56  Vulcano Nº5-7-8  Lateral firebrick 5 Unid. 

57  Vulcano  R.H. firebrick lat. angle 1 Unid. 

58  Vulcano Nº5-7 S/sup R.H. firebrick lat. angle 1 Unid. 

59  Vulcano Nº7 back part 1 Unid. 

60  Vulcano Nº5-7 S/Sup top direct inter. piece 1 Unid. 

61  Vulcano Nº7 S/sup firebrick back angle 1 Unid. 

62  Vulcano Nº5-7 S/Sup top direct lid 1 Unid. 

63  Vulcano Nº5-7 S/Sup top direct lock 1 Unid. 

64  Vulcano Nº5-7 S/Sup top direct drawer down lid 1 Unid. 

65  Vulcano Nº5-7 S/Sup top direct drawer 1 Unid. 

66  Vulcano flue socket 1 Unid. 

67  Vulcano leg 4 Unid. 

68 CS-035 Clasica Nº7-8 Joint bolt 2 Unid. 

69  Vulcano Nº5-7 S/sup direct flap 1 Unid. 

70  Vulcano Nº7-8 little door 1 Unid. 

71  Vulcano Sujeccion Fleje 2 Unid. 

72  Vulcano Nº5-7-8 R.H. funnel 1 Unid. 

73  Vulcano Nº8 grate 3 Unid. 

75  Vulcano Nº4-7-8 lateral protection 1 Unid. 

76  Vulcano top direct 1 Unid. 

77 NN-A94 Lis nº5-7T top direct draft control rod 1 Unid. 

78  Vulcano Nº5-7-8 L.H. funnel 1 Unid. 

79 VU-615 Vulcano Nº5 Stainless steel oven 1 Unid. 

81  Vulcano Nº7 cast iron front 1 Unid. 
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82  Vulcano Nº5-7 Oven blind drawer 1 Unid. 

83  Vulcano Nº4-7-8 fireplace blind drawer 1 Unid. 

84  Vulcano Nº4-7-8 Lateral 1 Unid. 

85  Vulcano Nº8 grate holder 1 Unid. 

86  Vulcano Nº7 front protection 1 Unid. 

87  Vulcano lateral insulating holder 2 Unid. 

 

B- VULCANO 7T E-E FIREBOX DOOR SUBCOMPONENTS EXPLODED DIAGRAM 

26 VU-734 Vulcano 7 E3 External firebox door 1 Unid. 

27 VU-736 Vulcano Nº7 E3-E5 Internal firebox door 1 Unid. 

28 VU-725 Vulcano 7E5  Firebox lower grate 1 Unid. 

29 VU-635 Vulcano Nº7 E-E5 Secondary air grate 1 Unid. 

30 VU-738 Vulcano Nº7 E-E5  Primary to secondary air partition plate 1 Unid. 

31 LV-015 Levante Firebox door  glass fixing bracket 2 Unid. 

32 VU-630 Vulcano Nº 7 E-E5 Primary air inlet plate 1 Unid. 

33 VU-287 Vulcano ZN black doublé bolt 1 Unid. 

34 VU-231 Vulcano 8  Firebox door internal glass 1 Unid. 

35 VU-126 Vulcano 8  Firebox door external glass 1 Unid. 

36 VU-094 Vulcano Nº4-5-7-8 Thermostat control knob 1 Unid. 

37 VU-289 Vulcano Nº4-8 Complete thermostat 1 Unid. 

38 VU-056 Vulcano 4-5-7-8  LH side handlle bracket 1 Unid. 

39 VU-057 Vulcano 4-5-7-8  RH side handle bracket 1 Unid. 

40 VU-091 Vulcano Nº4-7-8 Door/Drawer handle 1 Unid. 

41 VU-233 Vulcano Nº4-8 Firebox glass Lower fixing plate 1 Unid. 

42 VU-327 Vulcano Nº4-7-8 Firebox glass upper fixing plate 1 Unid. 

43 IN-011 IN-700  Secondary air control knob   1 Unid. 

     

C-VULCANO 7T E-E OVEN DOOR SUB COMPONENTS EXPLODED DIAGRAM 
 

44 VU-011 Vulcano Nº5-7 External oven door 1 Unid. 

45 VU-021 Vulcano Nº5-7 Internal oven door 1 Unid. 

46 VU-124 Vulcano Nº5 L-100 Oven door crystal 1 Unid. 

47 VU-259 Vulcano  400ºC (F.Black)  Oven thermometer 1 Unid. 

48 VU-139 Vulcano Ovensupport  draft plate 1 Unid. 

49 VU-140 Vulcano Oven draft plate 1 Unid. 

50 CS-024 Clasica Oven draft plate control rod 1 Unid. 

51  D 9 mm black fiberglass gasket m 2.4 

52 VU-083 Vulcano Nº5-7 Drawer/oven door handle 1 Unid. 

38 VU-056 Vulcano Nº 4-5-7-8 LH side bracket 1 Unid. 

39 VU-057 Vulcano Nº 4-5-7-8 RH side bracket 1 Unid. 

53  M10X10 SS screw 2 Unid. 

54  DIN912  M6X10 screw 2 Unid. 

55  DIN7991 M6X14 screw 6 Unid. 

56 VU-131 Vulcano Zn. black/ L-3800  Oven door fixing pin 1 Unid. 
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D- VULCANO 7T E-E FLUE SPIGOT SUB COMPONENTS EXPLODED DIAGRAM 

57 VU-432 Vulcano Flue collar 1 Unid. 

58 VU-407 Vulcano Flue collar reducing plate 1 Unid. 

59 VU-408 Vulcano Nº5-7 Flue collar reducing plate fixing rod 1 Unid. 

60 VU-409 Vulcano Flue control knob 1 Unid. 

61 VU-455 Vulcano Flue collar plate spring 1 Unid. 

62  M5x20 DIN933 M5X20 bolt 2 Unid. 

63  M5 DIN934  M5 Nut 1 Unid. 

64  M8 DIN934  M8 Nut 1 Unid. 

 

E- VULCANO 7T E-E CAST IRON TOP FOR  TOP FLUE CONNECTION SUB COMPONENTS 

EXPLODED DIAGRAM 

65 VU-390 Vulcano Nº7 Top flue outlet CI top 1 Unid. 

66 VU-411 Vulcano Nº7 Cooking hob 1 Unid. 

67 VU-413 Vulcano Cleaning access plate 1 Unid. 

68 VU-519 Insolated cover  2 Unid. 

69 VU-410 Vulcano screw enamelled cover 6 Unid. 

70 VU-562 Vulcano nº5-7 Top fixing screw 2 Unid. 

 

 

F-VULCANO 7T E-E  INSULATED COVER FOR TOP FLUE OUTLET SUB COMPONENTS 

EXPLODED DIAGRAM 

71 VU-499 Vulcano 7 E   Inslated cover outside panel 1 Unid. 

72 VU-510 Vulcano Nº7 insolated cover frame 1 Unid. 

73  Novatek nut GSK 7X15 8 Unid. 

74  DIN912 Screw M6X10 4 Unid. 

75  Stainless steel Gasket D 10 1.5 m 

76 VU-526 Vulcano Nº5-7 Chrome spring handle 1 Unid. 

77 VU-491 Vulcano Nº5-7 Handle fixing nut 2 Unid. 

78 VU-470 Vulcano Nº5-7 handle fixing rod 1 Unid. 

79 VU-528 Vulcano Nº7 Insolated cover inner panel 1 Unid. 

80  DIN7991  M5x20  SS allen screw 1 Unid. 

81 VU-469 Vulcano Nº5-7 Tie nut casq 2 Unid. 

82 VU-468 Vulcano Nº5-7 Cover fixation bracket 2 Unid. 

83 VU-531 Vulcano Nº5-7 Bracket rod 2 Unid. 

84  M5x10 DIN913  Pin 5X10 2 Unid. 

     

G-VULCANO 7T E-E LEFT HAND SIDE DRAWER SUB COMPONENTS  

EXPLODED DIAGRAM 

85 VU-244 Vulcano Nº4-7-8 Drawer body 1 Unid. 

86 VU-030 Vulcano Nº4-7-8 Cast iron drawer front 1 Unid. 

87 CE-046 Century Set of drawer guides 2 Unid. 

88 VU-265 Vulcano LHS inner drawer panel 2 Unid. 
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89 VU-266 Vulcano Nº4-7-8 Front  inner drawer panel 2 Unid. 

90 VU-269 Vulcano Nº4-7-8 Base inner drawer panel 1 Unid. 

91 VU-055 Vulcano Nº4-5-7-8 LHS handle bracket 1 Unid. 

92 VU-054 Vulcano 4-5-7-8 RHS handle bracket 1 Unid. 

40 VU-091 Vulcano Nº4-7-8 Drawer/ Firebox handle 1 Unid. 

 
H-VULCANO 7T E-E UNDERNEATH OVEN DRAWER SUB COMPONENTS  

EXPLODED DIAGRAM 

 

93 VU-014 Vulcano Nº5-7 Cajon Horno     Cast iron drawer front 1 Unid. 

94 VU-246 Vulcano Nº5-7 Subconj.Cajon Bajo Horno   Drawer body 1 Unid. 

88 VU-265 Vulcano Rev.Izdo-Dcho.Caj.Horno-Hogar   LHS inner drawer panel 2 Unid. 

95 VU-271 Vulcano Nº5-7 Revest.Del-Tras.Caj.Horno  Front  inner drawer panel 2 Unid. 

96 VU-272 Vulcano Nº5-7 Revest.Inferior Caj.Horno  Base inner drawer panel 1 Unid. 

91 VU-055 Vulcano Nº4-5-7-8 Sop.Cajon Izdo.   LHS handle bracket 1 Unid. 

92 VU-054 Vulcano 4-5-7-8 Sop. Cajón Dcho    RHS handle bracket 1 Unid. 

52 VU-083 Vulcano Nº5-7 Manilla Pta.Cajon/Horno   Drawer/ Firebox handle 1 Unid. 

87 CE-046 Century Conjunto Guia Cajon   set of drawer guides 2 Unid. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LACUNZA KALOR GROUP, S.A.L 

Pol. Ind. Ibarrea s/n 

31800 Alsasua (Navarra) 

SPAIN 

Tel. ++948/56 35 11 

Fax. ++948/56 35 05 

E-Mail: comercial@lacunza.net 
Web Site:  www.lacunza.net    


